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ABSTRACT
Most biological events are mediated through molecular interactions
by proteins, and because proteins are composed of structural units
like helices, �-sheets and turns, small peptides and peptido-
mimetics may be used to mimic their biological effects and even
as therapeutic agents in the clinic. Here, we present a structure-
based, scaffold-driven approach to design bioactive peptides and
peptidomimetics. Initially, we designed a novel series of �-sheet-
forming peptides that mimic the activities of both antibiotic
bacterial membrane disrupting peptides and antiangiogenic pro-
teins. We subsequently used structure–activity relationships to
reduce the design to partial peptide mimetics and then to fully
nonpeptide topomimetics. Some of these agents are currently in
extensive preclinical studies for further development as drug
candidates against infectious disease and cancer.

Introduction
There are two fundamental paradigms to drug discovery:
target-based and activity-based approach. Target-based
drug discovery involves identifying compounds that bind
specifically to a therapeutic molecular target. Develop-
ments in genomics and proteomics have promoted the
target-based approach. Prior to the molecular age, activity-
based drug discovery, which involves identifying com-
pounds based usually on some in vitro activity assay (and
is not limited by ignorance regarding the molecular
target), was the standard for lead therapeutic discovery.

Ideally, identification of the drug target and mechanism
of action would follow during later stages of the drug
development process. These two paradigms are not
mutually exclusive, and drug discovery can employ a
bilateral approach. Using either approach, investigators
normally employ high-throughput screening (HTS) of
small molecule libraries to identify lead compounds.
Somewhere during this process, structure–activity rela-
tionships (SAR) among compounds displaying the most
potent binding and/or functional activities are developed
for use in lead optimization. In some instances, a struc-
tural biology (X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy)
approach is employed to better understand the molecular
level of the target–lead interaction and aid in drug
optimization, as perhaps best exemplified with Gleevec
(Novartis), where structural knowledge for autoinhibition
of c-Abl tyrosine kinase led to an improved pharmaceuti-
cal agent.1

While HTS has successfully identified some novel drug
leads, it provides neither the rate of output nor the
number of new drugs previously envisioned. For example,
in the year 2000, all existing drugs put together were
estimated to hit only about 400 different therapeutic
targets, with most potentially novel drugs being missed
(as there are at least 10 times more potential drug targets
that could be exploited).2 Moreover, HTS has a low hit
rate (about 0.5%). We recently demonstrated that this hit
rate can be greatly improved (about 7-fold) by prescreen-
ing compound databases using SAR-derived pharmaco-
phore models.3,4 In this regard, integrating structure-based
design into the drug discovery process may hold the key
to identifying novel drugs. Here, we present an Account
of our structure-based approach to design bioactive
peptides and peptidomimetics. These novel pharmaceuti-
cal agents have the potential to combat various pathologi-
cal disorders in the areas of infectious disease and
angiogenesis-mediated diseases, e.g., cancer, arthritis,
atherosclerosis, restenosis, and endometriosis.

The Journey Begins with the Design of �pep
Peptides
Our journey began in the early 1990s with an interest in
protein folding of CXC chemokines. One study in particu-
lar demonstrated that the 33-residue �-sheet domain of
CXC chemokine platelet factor-4 (PF4), independent of the
remainder of the sequence, formed native-like �-sheet
structure.5 By comparing folding/solubility parameters on
PF4 and other CXC chemokine-derived peptides with
those on previously designed �-hairpin peptides (beta-
doublet, betabellins) that formed minimal �-sheet struc-
ture and displayed limited solubility in aqueous solution,6

we formulated a recipe to design peptides that would form
relatively stable �-sheet structures in aqueous solution and
remain soluble under physiological conditions. The suc-
cess of our recipe rested in the adjustment of the ratio of
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certain hydrophobic to hydrophilic residues as well as
their appropriate placement within the sequence to
optimize desired cross-strand interactions.6

Using NMR spectroscopy, we elucidated the solution
structure of �pep-4 (Figure 1A) and found that this
designed peptide did indeed fold as an antiparallel �-sheet
with a similar �-strand arrangement as in native CXC
chemokines (e.g., IL8, Figure 1B).7 Moreover, we observed
that �pep-4 monomers can also associate as �-sheet
sandwich dimers and tetramers,7 similar to CXC chemo-
kines. Other �pep peptides also formed relatively stable
�-sheet structures in aqueous solution.6,8

Antibiotic Activities of �pep Peptides. Our foré into
drug design began with the discovery that an amino acid
sequence from bactericidal/permeability increasing (BPI)
protein (residues 82–108) is relatively bactericidal and can
neutralize endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS) like parent
BPI.9 Because the homologous amino acid sequence from
Limulus Activating LPS Factor (LALF, whose X-ray struc-
ture was known at that time,10 whereas the structure of
BPI was solved later11) is conformed as a �-sheet/loop,
we hypothesized that these activities would increase by
stabilizing the �-sheet structure. We modeled in silico BPI
peptide 82–108 as a �-sheet based on the X-ray structure
of LALF and used our �pep as a �-sheet presentation
scaffold to create �pep peptides with appropriately placed
residues from BPI peptide 82–108 thought to be respon-
sible for bactericidal and LPS neutralizing activities.12

This design effort proceeded iteratively with the goal
to optimize activity and eventually led to a library of 30
homologous �pep peptides (�pep-1 to �pep-30), a few of
which we found to be more potent that BPI peptide
82–108 and equipotent to native BPI.13 Because these
cationic peptides appear to function by disrupting bacte-
rial membrane integrity, it is less likely that bacterial
resistance will be a problem unlike most presently used
antibiotics that inhibit function of specific bacterial
enzymes or membrane components.14 We also discovered
a potently bactericidal, cationic dodecapeptide, SC4

(KLFKRHLKWKII-NH2), that folds as an amphipathic
helix.15 These findings led us to conclude that bactericidal
activity is more related to the amphipathic and cationic
nature of these peptides, as opposed to the specifics of
their backbone folds. This structural observation is con-
sistent with other antibiotic peptides reported in the
literature.14

�pep-25 (Anginex) Inhibits Angiogenesis and Tumor
Growth. Angiogenesis, generally defined as the biological
process by which new microvasculature is formed from
pre-existing blood vessels, is important to normal bodily
functions like embryogenesis and wound healing as well
as to pathologic disorders like atherosclerosis, restenosis,
rheumatoid arthritis, diabetic retinopathy, neovascular
glaucoma, and cancer. Because angiogenesis is crucial to
many pathologies, investigators have devoted considerable
effort to develop agents that either promote or inhibit
angiogenesis.16 Because of our specific interest in cancer,
we focused our research efforts on this pathological
disorder. Since the development of tumors is dependent
upon angiogenesis,17,18 the inhibition of angiogenesis had
been hypothesized as a potentially effective therapeutic
approach against tumor growth.19–21 This has been dem-
onstrated in many animal models and recently in the
clinic with, e.g., Avastin (Genentech), Thalomid (Celgene),
and Endostar (Medgenn). In fact, it was the clinical
success of the VEGF inhibitor Avastin22 that prompted the
pharmaceutical industry to invest considerable effort to
generate numerous compounds that interfere with growth
factor signaling, e.g., VEGF, FGF, and PDGF. For example,
the phage display screening approach has led to identi-
fication of a VEGFR2-derived heptapeptide that antago-
nizes VEGF-VEGFR2 binding,23 and small molecule HTS
and optimization produced a VEGFR2 kinase inhibitor
SU5416.24

Because most antiangiogenic proteins and peptides
(e.g., endostatin, angiostatin, PF4, thrombospondin, gamma
interferon-inducible protein-10 (IP-10), tumor necrosis
factor, BPI, thrombospondin type 1 repeat peptides, Flt-1
peptide) are structurally and compositionally homologous
to �pep peptides (antiparallel �-sheet structure and a
preponderance of positively charged and hydrophobic
residues),25 we screened our library of 30 �pep peptides
(see preceding section Antibiotic Activities of �pep Pep-
tides) for the ability to inhibit endothelial cell (EC)
proliferation, an in vitro indicator of angiogenic poten-
tial.26 We identified �pep-25 (anginex) as a potent angio-
genesis inhibitor, more effective than other well-known
antiangiogenics, like PF4, IP-10, endostatin, and TNP-470.
The sequence of anginex is shown in Figure 2, along with
the NMR-derived structure of the peptide.27 The potency
of anginex as an antiangiogenic agent was initially dem-
onstrated in the in vivo chick embryo chorioallantoic
membrane (CAM) angiogenesis assay.26

Most importantly, anginex inhibits tumor growth by
attenuating tumor angiogenesis, as we observed in human
colon and ovarian carcinomas in athymic mice28–32 and
murine melamoma and breast sarcomas in syngeneic

FIGURE 1. Structure of �pep-4 and CXC chemokines. The structures
of �pep-47 (A) and the CXC chemokine interleukin-8 (IL8)73 (B) are
shown.
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mice (e.g., Figure 3A).28,31–33 Furthermore, anginex showed
a very pronounced inhibitory effect on glioma tumors in
rats34 as well as in combination with other antiangiogen-
ics,30 chemotherapeutics,30 and radiation32,33 (e.g., Figure
3B). We also observed that conjugation to a carrier protein
(serum albumin) enhanced the ability of anginex to inhibit
tumor growth, apparently by improving its in vivo expo-
sure.29 In general, we found that anginex was most
effective against slower growing tumors, and because
these better approximate the growth rate of tumors in
humans, we suggest that anginex, or one of its mimetics,
may have a very good possibility to be effective against
cancer in humans.

Mechanistically, we know that anginex inhibits tumor
growth in two ways. First, anginex inhibits EC adhesion
to and migration on the extracellular matrix which leads
EC to apoptosis (a process known as anoikis).26 Second,
anginex promotes leukocyte infiltration (particularly sub-
sets of cytotoxic CD8+ T-cells, polymorphonuclear (PMN)
cells, and macrophages) into tumors by normalizing the
levels of endothelial adhesion molecule (EAMs, like ICAM,
VCAM, and E-selectin) expression that is normally sup-
pressed by tumor-releasing pro-angiogenic compounds
like vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and basic
fibroblast growth factor (bFGF).35–37

Using yeast 2-hybrid screening, we identified the
anginex receptor as galectin-1 (gal-1),38 which belongs to
a phylogenetically conserved family of carbohydrate bind-
ing lectins (galectins) that share a conserved carbohydrate
recognition domain.39 Gal-1 binds �-galactoside groups
on various cell surface receptors and is integral to efficient
EC adhesion and migration,40 particularly to highly pro-
liferative EC within tumors.38 BIAcore analysis and NMR
spectroscopic HSQC chemical shift mapping using puri-
fied gal-1 proved that anginex indeed binds gal-1 with a
Kd of about 90 nM.38 The observation that gal-1 does not
appear to be involved in normal bodily processes, like

wound healing,41 suggests that the increased expression
of gal-1 found in human tumors38 renders the protein an
excellent target for therapeutic purposes.

Since gal-1 is crucial to several processes required for
tumor growth, this may explain why anginex (and its
mimetics) displays multimodal activities (inhibition of EC
proliferation and promotion of leukocyte infiltration into
tumors). For instance, interfering with gal-1 function could
(i) prevent tumor angiogenesis,38 (ii) abrogate tumor
escape from immunity through blockade of gal-1-induced
apoptosis in activated T lymphocytes,42 and (iii) prevent
metastasis formation through inhibition of gal-1 facilitated
tumor cell–EC interactions.43 Aside from targeting gal-1,
anginex has also been shown to interact weakly and
seemingly nonspecifically with plasma fibronectin.44 Be-
cause of this observation, we propose that the function
of fibronectin is to carry anginex through the vascular
network to the site of angiogenic activity, and thereby via
mass action, to better promote interaction of anginex with
its target, gal-1.

FIGURE 2. Sequence and NMR structure of Anginex (�pep-25). The
amino acid sequence of anginex (A) is folded as found in the NMR-
derived structure (superposition of 20 calculated structures) of the
peptide27 (B).

FIGURE 3. Anginex and partial peptide mimetic 6DBF7 inhibit tumor
growth in mice. (A) B16F10 melanoma tumor growth is inhibited by
anginex and 6DBF7 when administered twice daily by intraperitoneal
injections (10 mg/kg). (B) Combination therapy of anginex and
radiation leading to MA148 tumor growth reduction. Anginex was
administered subcutaneously via osmotic minipumps. Symbols are
defined as follows: control 9, anginex (Ax, 10 mg/kg) b, 6DBF7 (10
mg/kg) 2, radiation (Rt, 5 Gy q7dx4) 4, and combination of Ax and
Rt 1. In all experiments, treatment was initiated after tumors were
established. Tumor volumes (mm3 ( SEM) are plotted vs days post-
inoculation; n ) 10 in each group for both models.
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A number of other antiangiogenics are known to
function by inhibiting EC adhesion and/or migration. The
most notable are those mimicking the fibronectin-derived
RGD tripeptide that targets integrins,45 e.g., antagonizing
integrins R2�3 and RV�5.46 RGD-based strategies have also
been used for the delivery of therapeutics and imaging to
tumor vasculature.47 Other examples of adhesion/migra-
tion antagonizers are thrombospondin-1 (TSP-1)-derived
peptides48 and TSP-1 nonamer mimetic ABT-510,49 extra-
cellular matrix laminin R1 chain-derived peptides AG73
and EF-1 that bind to syndecan and integrin R2�1,50,51 and
an N-terminal peptide derived from endostatin, ES-2, that
targets �1-integrin.52

Anginex as a Tumor Targeting Device. Recently, we
also showed that anginex can be used as a tumor targeting
or homing device. By chemically coupling anginex through
a C-terminal cysteine to lipid vesicles, we found, using
magnetic resonance imaging, that anginex concentrated
in vessels at the site of the tumor.53 We are currently
optimizing the utilization of anginex-coupled vesicles to
deliver chemotherapeutic and contrast agents loaded
withinthevesiclestotreatandimagetumors,respectively.53–55

Dibenzofuran-Scaffolded Partial-Peptide
Mimetics of Anginex
Having demonstrated the potential of anginex as an
antiangiogenic and antitumor agent, we focused our
efforts on reducing its molecular size and peptidic nature.
We first performed structure–activity relationship (SAR)
studies on anginex to identify residues responsible for
angiostatic activity. By assessing the ability of alanine
scanning analogues of anginex to inhibit EC proliferation,
we demonstrated that several hydrophobic residues within
the first two �-strands were most important to promote
the activity of anginex.56 Functionally important hydro-
phobic residues were found to occur at alternating posi-

tions (i, i + 2), consistent with a �-strand motif, as well
as at cross-strand positions that comprise the hydrophobic
face of the amphipathic �-sheet structure (Figure 4A, key
residues boxed). We also found that positive charge
character was important to angiostatic activity.56

Although NMR-derived structures of �peps,7,27 in com-
bination with these SAR studies, strongly suggested the
importance of �-sheet structure to activity, we used
cysteine-substituted, disulfide-linked analogues of anginex
to firmly establish that antiparallel �-sheet defines the
bioactive conformation.57 Moreover, when the disulfide
bond linkage was not positioned to align �-strands as
shown in Figure 2A, angiostatic activity all but vanished,
demonstrating the requirement for this specific alignment
of the �-strands.57

Because our SAR studies showed that C-terminal
residues G27-D33 and the loop (R12-W19) between
�-strands 1 and 2 were dispensable,56 we designed a
partial peptide mimetic of anginex that contained the
remnants of �-strands 1 and 2 (key amino acids boxed in
the structure of anginex shown in Figure 4A) and a �-turn
mimetic scaffold to induce �-sheet formation. From a
number of such scaffolds,58 we selected dibenzofuran
(DBF, Figure 4B).59 When DBF is inserted between a pair
of lipophilic residues (e.g., I20 and L11 of anginex, Figure
4A), a “hydrophobic cluster” is created wherein the side
chains of those residues are nested within the hydropho-
bic pocket created by the aromatic rings of the canted DBF
subunit (Figure 4C).

With this in mind, we first produced the #DBF7 series
of compounds, where the numbers at the left and right
of the DBF give the number of residues at the N-terminus
and C-terminus, respectively, with the DBF scaffold at the
center (Figure 4B). In this series of DBF analogs, the seven
amino acid residues on �-strand 2 were maintained due
to the importance of that sequence. We elucidated the

FIGURE 4. Design of the dibenzofuran (DBF) mimetics. The amino acid sequence of anginex is shown with functionally important residues
boxed (A), next to compound 6DBF7 with its dibenzofuran (DBF) scaffold highlighted (B). A depiction of 6DBF7 is shown with the DBF moiety
canted to illustrate interaction of the Leu and Ile residues with the aromatic groups of DBF (C). The NMR-derived superimposed structures
of 6DBF756 are shown in (D).
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NMR solution structure of 6DBF7 (Figure 4D)56 and
demonstrated that it maintained a �-sheet fold, as envi-
sioned in Figure 4C. The general topology of these DBF
scaffolded �-sheet structures has an alternating sequence
of nonpolar vs polar amino acid residues, as in anginex,
which results in one face of the sheet being adorned
largely with hydrophobic substituents and the other face
with largely positively charged, neutral, and hydrophilic
negatively charged (Figure 4C,D).

Using EC proliferation, migration, and sprouting assays,
we found that of these DBF analogues 6DBF7 displayed
the greatest antiangiogenic activity with, e.g., an IC50 of
15 µM in the EC proliferation assay compared to 4 µM
for parent anginex.56 In vivo however, 6DBF7 was at least
equipotent to, or better than, anginex. In the MA148
ovarian carcinoma model, 6DBF7 inhibited both tumor
growth and tumor angiogenesis about 2-fold better than
anginex,56 whereas in the murine B16F10 melanoma
model, their activities were equivalent (e.g., Figure 3A).
In these in vivo experiments, no apparent sign of general
toxicity from 6DBF7 or anginex was observed, as assessed
by unaltered behavior and normal weight gain of the
animals, and no change in hematocrit and creatinine
levels in the blood. Moreover, macro- and microscopic
morphology of internal organs were also observed to be
normal within all experimental groups of animals.

The following section describes the next logical step,
where we designed a series of nonpeptidic agents that
mimic the amphipathic nature of anginex and 6DBF7 and
exhibit antiangiogenic and antibacterial activities.

Protein Surface Topomimetics
Interactions among biomolecules dictate biological events.
For optimal activity, these interactions should be comple-
mentary in terms of their surface topology and chemical
composition, as illustrated e.g. in Figure 5. With proteins,
the interaction surface is defined by the spatial arrange-
ment of amino acid side chains (i.e., chemical groups) that
are scaffolded in place by the peptide backbone (e.g.,
Figure 5), which by itself is usually irrelevant (with the
noted exception of enzyme active sites) to the interaction
surface. By using an organic scaffold with appropriate
chemical appendages to mimic the molecular dimensions,
surface topology, and chemical composition of structural
units (�-sheets or hairpins and helices) that comprise at
least part of any protein interaction surface, we have at
hand a paradigm to guide the design of nonpeptidic
molecules that can interfere with (usually antagonize)
protein-mediated biomolecular interactions. This concept
forms the basis for the design of our protein surface
topomimetics, and although the general idea to design
peptidomimetics has been around for some time, our
topomimetic design approach has been most successful,
as will be evident in the following sections.

Protein Surface Topomimetics Using Calix[4]arene as
the Scaffold. For proof of concept of our topomimetic
design paradigm outlined above, we used two of our
designed amphipathic peptides as models: the antiparallel

�-sheet anginex and helical SC4. Figure 6A illustrates our
design concept using the calix[4]arene scaffold. The
structural unit encompassing key residues in anginex
covers approximately the dimensions of a two-stranded
�-sheet only about four amino acid residues in length on
each strand, while that in SC4 covers approximately the
dimensions of two turns of helix. In both cases, the overall
backbone dimensions are similar to those of a calix[4]arene
scaffold (Figure 6A). Adding hydrophobic and basic chemi-
cal groups to the calix[4]arene scaffold can increase the
molecular surface span on each side of the scaffold up to
about 15 Å, which approximates maximal distances be-
tween proximal side chains in a �-sheet or helix. From
structural biology and synthetic chemistry perspectives,
calixarene provided a very good scaffold from which to
position chemical groups that mimic the character and
surface topology of key amino acid side chains in anginex
and SC4. On the basis of this rationale, we synthesized a
relatively small library of 23 calixarene-based compounds,
with each analogue displaying chemical substituents to
mimic the approximate molecular dimensions and am-

FIGURE 5. Illustration of a protein–protein interaction surface. A
space-filling model of the structure of the eIF4G/eIF4E protein–protein
complex is shown74 along with an expansion of the interface
between the two proteins to indicate a few residue to residue
contacts. Mimicking either side of this interface could produce an
antagonist to inhibit the interaction.
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phipathic features of folded anginex and SC4 (Figure 6A).
Nearly all could be prepared rather easily via a four to six
step long synthetic route, with a yield of multi-ten
milligram quantities.

Our “small molecule” library of calixarene compounds
is quite unique because these calixarene-based protein
surface topomimetics maintain volume like that found in
a small segment of �-sheet, �-hairpin, or helix that displays
more of the entire surface of these segments. This
distinguishes them from other calixarene-scaffolded com-
pounds that merely display peptide fragments derived
from VEGF and PDGF to inhibit angiogenesis.60–62 Other
peptidomimetics reported in the literature generally con-
sist of short peptide-like sequences that are constrained63,64

or use nonnatural amino acid residues,65 or they consist
of what we would call “linear two-dimensional” organic
molecules that contain chemical groups to mimic amino
acid side chains.66–71 Such “traditional” compounds com-
prise most “small molecule” libraries; however, as far as
drug discovery is concerned, a chemical library is only as
good as the breadth and variety of the compounds in it.
In this respect, we would expect members from our

calixarene library to perhaps hit novel targets not normally
probed by the conformational space represented with
compounds in traditional libraries.

Inhibition of Angiogenesis and Tumor Growth in
Vivo. Since the molecular target of anginex was unknown
at the time we created this topomimetic library, we used
the activity-based approach to screen for antiangiogenic
activity on the hypothesis that a topomimetic of anginex
could elicit similar biological responses. Moreover, be-
cause many antiangiogenic proteins consist primarily of
�-sheet structure with significant hydrophobic and cat-
ionic character like anginex,25 we felt that even if we did
not “hit” the same target as anginex, we could discover
compounds with antiangiogenic activity.

Using the EC proliferation assay, we screened the
topomimetic library and identified two members 0118 and
1097 (Figure 6B) to be potent inhibitors of EC growth.31

Topomimetic 0118 (IC50 ) 2 µM) was slightly more active
than anginex (IC50 ) 4 µM) and considerably more active
than 1097 (IC50 ) 8 µM). Because both topomimetics also
retarded EC migration,31 we speculated that both topo-
mimetics would very likely be angiostatic in vivo as well.

FIGURE 6. Design of calixarene-based topomimetics. (A) The NMR-derived structures of anginex27 and SC415 peptides are shown, essentially
to scale with the calix[4]arene scaffold. (B) The chemical and in silico energy-minimized structures of two calixarene analogues, 0118 and
1097,31 which mimic the molecular dimensions and chemical compositions of either peptide, are shown at the bottom of the figure.
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We first demonstrated this using the chorioallantoic
membrane (CAM) assay in fertilized chicken eggs, where
both 0118 and 1097 significantly inhibited angiogenesis,31

like anginex.26

We subsequently assessed the in vivo efficacy of 0118
and 1097 in two tumor growth models (ovarian carcinoma
and melanoma) in mice (Figure 7A,B).28–32 In the human
ovarian carcinoma model, tumor growth (compared to
untreated controls) was significantly inhibited, more so
when mice were treated (10 mg/kg dose) with topo-
mimetic 0118 (about 80% inhibition, Figure 7A) than with
1097 (about 65% inhibition, data not shown). However,
in the murine B16F10 melanoma model, 1097 was slightly
more efficacious than 0118 (Figure 7B). These in vivo
activities from topomimetics 0118 and 1097 were slightly
greater than from anginex, as discussed above.31 Angio-
static potential in vivo was demonstrated immunohisto-
chemically to identify blood vessels by using fluorescently
labeled anti-CD31 antibodies to stain cross sections of

tumor tissue. We observed that both 0118 and 1097
significantly diminished vessel density and modified vessel
architecture in tumors from treated animals.31 Moreover,
treatment with 0118 and 1097 also increased the rate of
tumor cell apoptosis.31

In all in vivo experiments, we did not see signs of
general toxicity from 0118 or 1097, as assessed in the
animals by unaltered behavior, normal weight gain, and
hematocrit and creatinine levels in the blood. Moreover,
macro- and microscopic morphology of internal organs
were also observed to be normal within all experimental
groups of animals.

Lastly, while topomimetics 0118 and 1097 are potently
antiangiogenic and inhibit tumor growth, we presently do
not know for sure whether either compound also targets
the anginex receptor, galectin-1. However, two pieces of
evidence suggest that 0118 may be a true mimetic of
anginex: (1) compound 0118 functions both in vitro and
in vivo just like anginex and (2) preliminary NMR data
from HSQC chemical shift mapping using purified gal-1
indicate that 0118 does interact with gal-1 at the same
site as anginex (unpublished data). On the other hand,
we feel confident that 1097 operates via a different target,
albeit also involved in EC adhesion and migration.

Topomimetics Neutralize LPS and Kill Bacteria. Be-
cause there is a structure–function relationship between
antiangiogenic and bactericidal peptides,25,31,72 we tested
our calixarene-based topomimetics for the ability to kill
bacteria and to neutralize LPS endotoxin. Several of these
compounds exhibit minimal inhibitory concentration
(MIC) values in the single digit micromolar range, and at
least two of them increase survival of mice challenged
directly with log phase growth bacteria (unpublished
data). In terms of neutralizing LPS, some of the topo-
mimetics are as effective as BPI and polymyxin B (IC50 in
the 10-8 M range). Moreover, in an endotoxemia mouse
model, three of them are at least partially protective
against direct challenges with LPS.72 Mechanistically, NMR
studies indicate that these topomimetics interact with the
lipid A component of LPS, with binding being mediated
by electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.72

Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
We reported here an account of our structure-based
design from �pep peptides and partial peptide mimetics
on the discovery of promising new protein surface topo-
mimetics for clinical intervention against infectious dis-
ease and cancer and angiogenesis-mediated diseases in
general. Our protein surface topomimetics expand the
flavor of compounds presently found in small molecule
and peptidomimetic libraries and, by their novel nature,
may hold the key to identify new targets not normally
probed by the chemical character and/or conformational
space represented by compounds in traditional chemical
libraries. Our topomimetic design may have broad ap-
plications to various other physiological processes and
pathological disorders, as these protein surface topo-
mimetics may be used to antagonize other protein–

FIGURE 7. Topomimetics inhibit tumor growth in mice. (A) MA148
tumor bearing mice were treated with anginex (10 mg/kg/day) as
well as with pharmacological (10 mg/(kg day)) and molar equivalent
(2.4 mg/(kg day)) doses of 0118. Compounds were administered via
osmotic minipumps. (B) B16F10 melanoma tumor growth is inhibited
by 0118 and 1097 administered twice daily by intraperitoneal
injections for a total dose of 10 mg/(kg day). In all studies, treatment
was initiated after tumors were established. Tumor volumes (mm3

( SEM) are plotted vs days post-inoculation. For the MA148 model,
n ) 5–7 mice in each group; for the B16 model, n ) 6–10 in each
group. All treatment groups inhibited tumor growth significantly
compared to control treated mice (p ) 0.001 using the two-way
ANOVA analysis). In all panels, symbols are defined as: control 9,
anginex (Ax, 10 mg/kg) b, 0118 (2.4 mg/kg) 4, 0118 (10 mg/kg) 2,
and 1097 (10 mg/kg) 1.
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biomolecular interactions. For example, we can readily
modify the composition and chemical character of either
or both surfaces (hydrophilic/hydrophobic) in our calix-
arene-based topomimetics. In fact, we have already suc-
cessfully accomplished this in a few different systems to
be reported in future publications.

The research that we described in this Account could only have
been achieved through the combined and complementary scientific
expertise from the labs of our collaborators. Therefore, the authors
are most grateful to Prof. Thomas Hoye and Prof. Arjan Griffioen.
We also thank Ms. Michelle Miller and Dr. Irina Nesmelova for
assistance in producing some of the figures shown here. In
addition, we acknowledge research support from the National
Institutes of Health (NIAID grant AI-057153 and NCI grant CA-
096090).
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